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ABSTRACT

A study has been made of the spectral properties of

2,7,3-benzothiadiazole (llTD - do) and of totally deuterated Bm - d4.

Absorption spectra have been obtained in polar and nonpolar solvents

at room temperature and in an EPA rigid glass at 77oK. The complete

loss of resolution of the first singlet absorption in ethanol at

room ternperature is explained in tenns of the fonnation of weak

solute-solvent electrostatic complexes. This solvent effect is

taken as evidence that the heterocyclic ring portion of the nolecule

is involved in the electronic transition. The greatly enhanced

resolution of S" peaks compared to the slightly enhanced resolution

of S, peaks at 77oK is consídered as suggesting evidence for 1nn *

vibronic coupling to the lolest 1nn * singlet state

Fluorescence and phosphorescence emission spectra have

been obtained in po1ar, nonpolar and heauy atorn rigiC glasses at

77oK for both llTÐ - do and BTD - d4. Triplet decay lifetinies have

been obtained for BTD - dO in polar ancl nonpolar solvents both by

measuríng directly the phosphorescence decay and by monitoring the

decay of triplet-triplet (T-T) absorption. A triplet decay lifetj¡ne

has been obtained for BTD - do in EPA only by nonitoring the decay of

T-T absorption. The T-T absorption spectrum of BTD - dO has been

obtained in EPA at 77oK in the region fron 20 000 cm-1 to 28 000 cn-1.

The deuterium effect on the triplet state lifetime and

the external heavy atom effect on phosphorescence intensity are

interpreted as providing evidence for nn * character in the lowest

triplet state. 0n the other hand, the phosphorescence energy and

the triplet lifetime are considered as providing evidence for n n *
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character in the same state. Sinllar1y, the 1'-T absorption spectrum

is suggestive of nr *- nr* interaction in the triplet manifold.

A difference in the trlplet state lifetime obtained by the

two measuring techniques is discussed in tenns of oxygen quenching

because of the e4rerirnental arrangement or the formation of a

cationic photoproduct.

A prelirninary studv has been nade of the spectral properties

of 3- deazauridine (3 DAU). The room temperature absorption spectmnr

in ethanol and the total emission spectrum in a polar rigid glass at

77oK have been obtained. The phospir.orescence decay lifetime has also

been obtained. The preliminary results are considered as shoiving no

signs of the presence of biprotonic phototautomerism.
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A. Photophysical Processes (7,2)

Absorption of a photon of light by a molecule causes many

possible photophysical processes, both intramolecular and intermolecular.

An energy leve1 diagram showing the prinar-y and secondary intramolecular

processes is shor,¡n in Fig. 1. Starting rvith a molecule in its singlet

ground state (So), absorption (A) of a photon of energy, hu, greater

than the energy separation between So and the first excited singlet

state (Sf), will excite the molecule to some upper vibrational 1eve1

of an excited singlet state (S:_). The excit.ed molecule is

nonradiatively <ieactivated to the lowest vibrational 1evel of S, by

vibrational deactivation in t0-11 - 10-14 sec. The nonradiative

decay from the lowest vibrational 1eve1 of S, to some upper vibrational

leveL óf 51 is called internal conversion (IC).

Deactivation of S, is a competition between radiative decay

to the ground state, i.e., fluorescence (F), nonradiative decay to the

ground state (QS) and nonradiative lntersystem crossing (ISC) to some

excited vibrational 1eve1 in the triplet manifold. lJonradiative decay

to the gjound state which generally occurs in 10-5 - tO-3 sec is

usually the least important deactivation process of S, because of the

large energy gap between S, and So which results in sma1l Franck-

Condon factors (i.e., sma11 vibrational overlap integrals). The

conpetition between the cleactivation by fluorescence (10-7 - 10-9 s"c¡

and intersystem crossing (10-B sec) generally determines the observecl

spectral properties of Sr.



Fig. 1. Ënergy level diagra:n of first and second order

intramolecular processes .
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Aftel intersyste¡n crossing the rttolecule norrracliatively clecays

via vibrational cleactirration ancl interiial conversion to the lorvest

vibrational level of the lolvest triplet state (1'f). If no secondary

processes occur the nrolecule tiren returns to the ground state via iron.-

racliative (Q1') andf o-r racliative, i.e., pirospìrorescence (PT), processes.

Since T1 -- So processes are to a first order approximation spin for-

hiclden they, tiierefore, occur nole slowIy t10 - 10-3 sec.). If , horvever,

insteacl of T, +So deactivation the nrolecule absorbs another photon

rvhile in T, their secondary processes can occur. Excitation of the

nrolecule from T, to some upper triplet state T. is called triplet-

triplet absorption [T'T) . From T. the nolecule cal either radiationlessly

d.ecay via vibrational deactivation and intenral conversion back to the

lowest víbrational leve1 of T, (QIT') or it can forn a higlily excited

ionic species or photoproduct (I1'1').
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11. Spin-Orbit-Vibronic Coupling

In conjugated molecules the states of spectroscopic

itnportance are rr*, nr*, or* and no* states. Because aromatic

hydrocarbons have no nonbondir-rg electrons ( i.e., Do nnx states ),
the nn*, or* and nox states are the only 1ow lying states that need

to be considered in perturbative approaches to intramolecular energy

transfer processes. The energy separation between states is an

inrportaat factor in these perturbative approaches. Thus in conjugated

heterocyclic compounds, nn* states, rvhich are lower in energy than

on* and nox states, play a greater role than these latter states in

spín- orbit-vibronic coupling.

According to first order selection rules si_nglet-triplet

transitions would be spin forbidden. But because the state description

(i.e., pure slnglet and triplet states) is inaccurate, these transitions

are rìot conpletely forbidden. In heterocyclic corrpounds the nn* and

nrtr states are vibronically (vibrationally-electronically) coupled

ancl spin-orbitally coupled to other states of the molecule. The

following simple niodel of spin-orbit-vibronic coupling is based on

that presented for polycyclic monoazines by Lin and Yu (1).

The total electronic Hamiltonian can be written for the

zero orcler l3orn-Oppenheimer (BO) approxi:nation as

H- ii +floso (1)

where Il^ contains the kinetic and potential energies for the electronso

as well as the spin-energy operators and FIro is the spin-orbit

operator. Thus by applying the conventional Llerzberg-Teller (l{I.)

expansion about the equilibrium nuclear coordinate Qo, the total first
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order Hamil tonj a¡r becomes

3N-6
H= t-ll0 I + It r0 I + r (au^/aQ,.)^Q¡o"o- sotto' t I r 'o'Qo

(aLìro/ð Qt) 
QoQr.

(2)

'lhe use of second orcler perturbation theory leads to the approxinate

triplet wavefunction

'*r_ ='*, * fr .10n,¡rL-l'öro * : i .lo,nlrr'ir+-r> .ïQrrlu-¡30ro10,,, (s)
--T1 :q- ¡ri rr

-3tvhere "0, and E, are the zeroth order wavefwrction anct energy of r1i
1-{', anct E,,, ut" the zeroth order rvavefunction and energy of the singlet

state rvhich is spirr-orbitally couplecl ao 3ör;

r.^ S' a:rd Er-, are the zeroth order wavefunction a¡cl energy of the state

(singlet or triplet) rvhich is vibronically couplecl to l0n, ot 30,

res'ectivelY; a'd 
sN-6 sN-6

fl = LIro(Qo) * 
ut= I 

(ôLIo/aQo)QoQk * 
nt= 1 

(atlro /aQk)QoQk (4)

which can be rewritten as

H' = l-lro * H,, * ilr,, (S)

r\t this leve1 of approximation the mixing into the lolvest triplet state

by tite grouncl state is omittecl. lhis leads to a transition monìent

between T, and So of

tr{o1 = 
,Ì. 

t=! F, l'l' ,,o* * 
"L 

: .lon,lll-lrorr'.rq',llt-130r' x{o* (6)
-E.T; ,r "

where N{o* is the zeroth order tra:rsition nìonreut of the perturbing
11transition '0n *'0o Expansion of the second tenn of (ó) in terms of

5ì\i-6
*e

'l- 
- 

1t\- _L
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(5) and keeping only the cross terms \tiro and I-lroH.r, since in
general Iì>>llso>>lIsy, Iields a transition nìoment

l,,t-.= t.1ólll l5o.ti,l + rrolöltLllo'nlollt l3o-rt'iol 'm, so, ,I on 'nì'-v' 't-t 'n,^'so, '1^'ont* ---;=¡- ììì n

1 r" l3o' .30 ltt ¡ 3+ L L <-ó tli l-Q,rt <-0nlllvl "01> I\iont
mn ,ltj'so''n 'n'-v'Lrrrffi (7)

in rvhich tÌre spin-vibronic contributions to the first ternr in (7)

have been neglected.

As an exanrple of tlie application of the above coupliug

scheme, assume that a heterocyclic molecule has as its lowest triplet
a .i.\.rstate, a "rr state. The only direct first order coupling of the

lolvest triplet state to the perturbing singlet state is via the first
tenn of equation (7). The perturbing singlet could be nn*, flr *,

or *, or no'Å. llecause the latter trvo tlpes of states are of much less

inportance tha:r nn* states in heterocycles and because tireir matrix

elements are similar to those of nn* states, they will be omitted.

For jreterocycles the 3nn x and lnn * coupling rtatrix elenients

are similar to those for aromatic hyclrocarbons. Therefore, this

type of coupling can be omitted since it involves vanishingly snu1l

tirree centre terlns (1). The matrix element, .1nn * lHro13 nn*.o,

contains one centre terns. Thus the first order spin-orbit perturbation

leads to a n*<- n singlet-singlet tra:rsitions aS tire perturbing

tra:rsition.

0f the second order terms, i.e., tìre second and third terms

of equation (7), those natrix elements involving nn * states as the

perturbing states should be much smaller than the niatrix elements of

direct fj.rst order spin-orbit coupling. This statement only holds
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if the perturbing singlet-singlet tra:rsition is not synnretry forbiclclen.

Assr-lning that the transition is syrrmetry al1orved, then the perturbi:rg

singlet of interest in seconcl order coupling would. b" u 1nn* state.
1hrith a -nr * perturbing singlet the intennediate spiu-orbitally-

vibronically couplecl states woulcl probably b" 1,3.rn * since 1nn * -

" nn* spin-orbit coupling is several orders of nagnitude snaller

tiran 1 nn* - 3,.,.r, * spin-orbj-t coupling (!). l\hen the lorvest triplet
7

state is 'rn *, and r,vhen the singlet state in flrst order spin-orbit
.1coupling is an -nn x state, which in general has a rveak transition

nìornent, and the perturbing singlet states in seconcl order coupling
1

are ' nn* states with large transition monrents then the second order

nrechanism can conrpete lvith the first order tnechanism.

In the above vibronic coupling scheme trvo major assumptions

were made. One assurnption l{as that coupling between the lowest excited

states and the groturd state could be onitted. The other assunption

was based on tire ronventional Herzb-erg-T'eller e4pansion of the

Ilantiltonian about the ground or the loivest triplet state equilibrium

nuclear coordinat" Qo. .llis implies that tirere is no change in the

equi-libriuln nuclear coorciinate upon excitation from tire grormd state

to some upper excited state. In recent years several authors have

questioned the validity of these assumptions in vibronic coupling.

Craig ancl Sntal1 (9) have consiclered the effect of the

linear term in the dependence of tire transition noment on nornal

coordinate for vibronic perturbati-ons by totally synmetric vibrations.

l'he authors found that rvhen the dependence is sigirificant, mirror

synmetry can be lost between fluorescence and absorption spectra.

This is because in the transition moment operator the "a11owed"
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ancl "forbidden" conponents will either add in absorption ancl subtract

ín fluorescence or vice versa resulting in a loss of the mirror iniage

betrveen the spectra.

The efrects of anharmonicity and of the Duschinsþ effect (L)

on the totally syrunetric vibronic perturbations in the phenanthrene

spectrunì have been considered by Craig and Sna1l (6)to be negligible

with respect to the previously discussed effect.

I'he Duschinsky effect (7) arises from an expansion of

equation (2) to include tire next higher orcler terms involving two or

ntore modes (i.e., off diagonal l.lerzberg Teller coupling ). T'his

expansion results in a trairsfornation between the normal coordinates

for the ground and excited states' motions rvhich includes a rotation

of the eigenvectors of tìre two states in coordinate space. This

rotation restricts lluschinsky mixing to modes of the same s)4mretry

when the point group synmetries of the groLnd and excited states are

the same.

Sharf and Honig (q) pointed out that it was theoretically

inconsistent to apply FIT theory rvith ground state normal coordinates

and neglect the Duschinsþ effect, since the vibronic coupling mechanism

will induce rotations in normal coordinate space. They also predicted

that a loss in mirror symnetry betleen enission and absorption ivi1l

result fron the vibronic interactions rvhen several promoting modes are

active

The assunrption that the difference in conposition, in terrns

of synrnetry coordinates, between the nornial vibrational nodes of the

ground state and the first excited state (Duschinsþ effect) can be

neglected in the FiT coupling theory of absorption and fluorescence
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has been examined by Snia11 (91. Inclusion of the Duschinsþ effect
j-n the LIT coupling for ûvo or more nontotally synmretric perturbing

vibrations introduces a constructive-destructive interference problem,

involving the "forbidden" transition moments, sinilar to the problem

discussed previously (Ð for totally syrlnetric perturbing nodes. This

interference can also lead to a breakdoran in nirror spmetry. Tite sign

problen, involving the "allowed" and "forbidden" conponents of the

transition moment operator, introduces the possibility that, in a given

vibronic transition to or from, for example, the loivest excited state,

the higher energy states may collectively act as an intensity source or

sink.

The conventional Flerzberg-Teller theory of vibronic borrowing

has been crlticized by Orlandi anci Siebra:rd (]9) who stress the

inrporta:rce of the Born-Oppenheimer borrowing mechanism based on nuclear

molnenta integrals. [The FIT mec]ranism is based on the dependence of the

electronic transition dipole nronient integrals on nuclear position.

This dependence is neglected in the Condon approximation, so that the

FIT mechanism is based on deviations fronr the Condon approximation. The

B0 mechanisn is based on deviations from the Born Oppenìreimer

approxination, i.e., coupling between adiabatic B0 states caused by

nonvanishing nuclear momenta.) If the transition is forbidden then

Orlandi ancl Siebrancl have shoiun that tire linear terms in FIT coupling

aTe

.,I{Tll=
ilìn T

i
{ . ö*lPlOi' . Qila/aQlQn'

- . Þnla/aQIoi' . 0¡.lplor,' ]Qo . nrli\,r' (8)
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and the linear terms in Ì10 coupling are

Ir{80=¡{ Il¡nm rc_1 ah.
rm

. Qnla/ðQl0i'. orlPlo,,,' Ì < 
^rnl^n>

(e)

where the minus sign arises because ê/ aQ is an anti- Hermitian

operator and .n, lA; are the vibrational overlap integrals. From

equations (B) and (9) it can be seen tirat when the energy separation

is of the order of lrur, then B0 coupling is comparable to F[1'coupling.

Gelclof et. a1. (11) have also notecl that for energy separations

beûveen tire trvo interacting states of the order of the pronoting

vibrational modes that B0 coupling i\ras very important. Th"y used the

example of pyrene to show the i:nportance of the Ì30 coupling mode

( = 1100 cm-l). Orlandi and Siebrand (10) pointed out that for pyrene

the energy separation between S, and S, is = 2700 cm-1 rvhicir is niuch

larger tilan the frequency of the promoting mode ( llo =tt0O cm-1).

These authors suggested that B0 coupling is still important due to

partial cancellation of the Sr-S, FIT coupling term by a term representing

I.lT vibronic coupling betrveen So and sorne higher singlet state.

The assuniption made in both FIT and B0 coupling schernes with

regarcl to isotope clependence has been criticized by 0rr and Snall (]a

They feel that the dyna¡nics of vibrations are not necessarily invariant

to isotope substitution, but that isotope dyna:riic mixing (IDM) nay

play an i:rportant role on the vibronic structure in obserued spectra.

In fact, depending upon the sign of the mixing cross terms, the

heauy atom may decrease the observed intensity of some modes in

absorption.

- lu¡
Ãil-

rm
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0rr and Smal1 (13) have extended the theory of vibronic

coupling to include B0 coupling, and, the Duschinsþ and isotope

dynaniic mixing adiabatic corrections to the conventional I-lT theory.

This theory is a first order approximation lvhich is basically only

applicable to molecules where the perturbing vibrational frequencies

are sma11 relative to the energies which separate the coupled electlonic

states. lhís is because in systems rvhere this enerry gap is larger

then the geometries of coupleci excited electronic states must be

knolrm (11).
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Assurning that in a heterocyclic molecule the states of

interest can be considered as pure nn* and nn * singlets and triplets,
then several different criteria can be used to distinguish betlveen

the trvo t)?es of states. hese criteria for differentiation are:

plrosplrorescence decay lifetimes, polarization of absorption,

fluorescence and phosphorescence 0-0 bands, the energy separation

between singlet and triplet states, solvent effects, ìreauy atom effects,

and isotope effects.

For phosphorescence decay lifetimes, in general, if the

observed lifetime is > 1 sec then the emitting state i, 3nn * and if
tlre lifetime is < 10-2,.. then the triplet state is 3nn *. In the

internediate lifetime range, this criteria is doubtful since the

phosphorescing state is probably a hybrid state of the form

3rþ = 
^30 

(nn*) * b30 (nn *) (10)

where a and b are mixing coefficients ancl 3q ( irn'Å) ancl 30 (nn x)

are orbitally pure states. It is inrportant to reaTize that the

phosphorescence decay lifetime observed is not the true triplet
state radiative lifetime since

,p - r/ (ko, + kq1) (11)

where ko, and kn'. are the radiative a:rd nonradiative rates ofrr v

deactivation of the triplet state respectively.

The longer lifetines for ptrt" 3 nn x states in conrparison

to 5nn x states results from the spin-orbit-víbronic coupling

involved. since transitions involving a change of nultiplicity are
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forbidden, there nust be spin-orbit coupling to sone singlet state

which has a non zero tra:rsition dipole moment. For'l'r(3,rn*) the

possible coupling routes as shown by equation (7) are direct spin-orbit

coupling to (i) sr(1nn *) oï (ii) Sr(1,,n *), or (iii) vibronic

coupling in the singlet manifold sr(1nn *) * sk(1ïî *) rvith spin-orbit

coupling to T' or (iv) vibronic coupling in the triplet manifold
.5 I .- .1

T,('nn *) * T1('nn *; with spin-orbit coupling to Sr(tnn *;. The

allorvecl transition dipole moment of an sr(lnn *) *So transition is

lorv and, therefore, mechanisrn (i) lvould give little "allowed"

transition dipolemoment to the Tr(3nn *) So transition. This

results in a long livecl pirospìrorescence from Tr(3nn *;. Since

nechanism (ii) requires three-centre matrix coupling terms it is not

conpetitive and can be omitted. For mechanisms (iii) and (iv) the

length of the observed lifetine is dependent on the strength of the

vibronic coupling. Thus with increasing 1,3.,n * character in T,

the phosphorescence lifetime decreases.

For a Tr(snn ,') state mechanism (i) is not competitive.

For mechanism (ii), clirect spin-orbit coupling to a 1nn ,, state with

a strong transition dipole moment would nean a strong "stolen"
7transition dipole moment for Tr(".n *1 * So phosphorescence. Thus

there would be a short observed phosphorescence decay lifetime. In

mechanism (iii) ancl (iv) the states of interest are now S. (1nn *),

S.(1nn *) and T.(3nn o1. In flrese trvo mechanisms as the vibronicr- J

coupling to the 7'3 n, * states increases, the observecl lifetj¡re

incleases.
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D. Polarization

After absorption of energy by a nlolecule the probability of

a transition depends on the square of the transition dipole monrent

integral

Probabiliry * l"\f.llllUi'12 Gz)
J

rvhere lvl is the transition moment opeïator. If the transition noment

(or nratrix element of the electric dipole moment) between two states

l-5

,.rj =.üilltlü¡' (1s)

then rvìren R f o the transition is electric cripole allowed.

lvlolecules whose absorption transition moments are para11e1

with the electric vector of the light will be excited. Because of

the clifferent syn¡netry cliaracteristics of the n and n orbitals

rerative to the molecular p1ane, the "allowed" r * <- n singlet-

singlet transitions are out-of-plane polarized. For "a1lowed"

nr'r transitions the polarization is in-plane. For "forbidden" but

observed transitions, either nn x or rr,t, the observed polarization

will be that of the state with "al1owed" transition probability lvhich

is vibronically mixed to the "forbidden" state.

For phosphorescence, the polartzation is cleterminecl by

that of the perturbing transition or state. lhus for S.rn * * so, the

phosplrorescence pola-rízation is generally in-p1ane since the

perturbing state is usuallyTrfi *. Silnilarly a 3nn n + So transition

will be out-of-plane polarized since the perturbing transition is
usually nlr *.
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E. Singlet-Triplet Intervals

It has been shorrn (14) that for an lk electron configuration

that the singlet-triplet interval is

E, - E. = 2K1k (14)

rvhere KrU is the electrostatic exchange integral and is given by

Klk = II Vr(xr)ü¡(x1)ü1(xr),tu(xr) t "2/l*r-*zl t axraxZ (1s)

rvhere /,1,1(i),1,k(i)fui ( i = I o'r 2 ) are the overlap integrals. As

can be seen from equatj-on (15), the singlet-triplet interval is

dependent upon the overlap between the initial and the final states.

Experimently it has been found that the energy separation

bet¡veen 1nn* ancl Snn* states is approxj-nntely 2 000-4 000 cm-1. For

the energy separation between 1nn" and Snn* states it has been found

to be generally larger anci ivith values between 3 000 cnr-1 and 20 000 .r-1.

the difference in observed energy gaps is due to the difference in the

overlap in nn* states as compared to the overlap in nr* states. In

nn* states the overlap is between an ín-plane n orbital and an out-of-

plane n* orbital. This overlap is usually weak ancl thus K is small. For

nn* states there is the much stronger overlap betrveen an out-of-plane

r orbital and an out-of-plâûe n* orbital. Therefore, Krn* z Krrn*.
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F. Solvent Effects (15, 16, 77)

Pure rtT * and nn 't states are experinentally distinguisirable

in solution absorptíon spectroscopy. lhis is because nn * states aïe

blue shifted (to shorter wavelengths) and nn * states aïe red shifted

(to longer wavelengths) on going from a nonpolar to a polar solvent.

The blue solvent shift of nn * states may be explained as

follor.vs. l3ecause there are trvo nonbonding electrons in the gror;nd

state but only one in the excited state, stronger hydrogen bonds

between the solute ald polar solvent c¿ur be fonned with the ground.

state molecules.. These stronger hyclrogen bonds rvould tend to stabilize

the grorlnd state more than the excited state. Also the grourd state

which is at equilibrium with the polar solvent cage is stabilized by t-ire

fornntion of solute-solvent electrostatic interaction coniplexes.

After absorption, however, to the metastable excited state (i.e., Franck

Condon state) there is less stabilization of this excited state with

respect to the stabilization of the ground state because the solvent

molecules are not necessarily oriented in their equilibriun positions

about the solute mo1ecu1e. This results in the formation of weaker

electrostatic interaction conrplexes with the solute molecule. TLis

would increase the energy separation betrveen tire groirnd and excited

states in the polar solvent, as coìnpared to the energy separation in

the nonpolar solvent, resulting in a blue shift in the polar solvent.

The red solvent shift observed with rn * states is a

smaller shift than the blue shift observed for nn * states. TLis

smaller shift occurs because the interactions are the weaker dispersive

forces, which are proportional to I/16, as compared to the stronger

electrostatic interactions with nn * states.
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The strong nî x blue shift ancl the weai<er nn * red shift
have a nerv observable consequence in emission. The solvent shifts in
certain cases, usually with carbonyl (C=0) containing molecules, are

enough to reverse the order of the lowest singlet arñ./o'r triplet states.

Pou¡nall and I'luber (!B) in a study of the lr.rminescence of

xantirone for-urd that in the nonpolar solvent, 3-rnethylpentane (SÌvlP),

that the lolest triplet state rr", 3rn x, rvhereas, in tire polar solvent,

ËPA (diethyl ether, isopentane, ethanol, 5:5:2), the lorvest triplet
state ,ua, Snn 

". The phosphorescence lifetirrres observed, however, were

nonex?onential which lead the authors to conclude that there were

two enissions due to different solvent cages in the rigid solvent

glasses. They also noted that in the verv highly polar g1ass, MV

(rnethanol, lvater, 20:1), that xanthone fluoresced. This they

considered as a:r indication of an interchange of the lowest singlet

states front 1nn * in the nonpolar solvent to lnnn in MW.

Another consequence of the solvent shifts in emission has

been the observation of dual phosphore-scence in molecules such as

l-indanone. Long and Lim (19) reexanined the dual phosphorescence of

l-indanone. Tiiey argued that the large blue shifting of the lowest

"nn * from nonpolar to polar solvents was responsible for the observed

dual enission. In Slt'tr they found that tire emission rvas so1ely from
3.n * ancl in the very polar solvent, MV (rnethanol, rvater, 9:1), that

the enission originated froni only the 3,rr * state. In the internecliate

polar solvent, EPA, they found dual phospÌrorescence which they attributed

to strong enission from the lowest triplet (srn o¡ and weaker, longer-

lived enission fron the close lying, higher energy (ca. SO cn-1¡
Srrrr* 

s tate .
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G. External lJear,y Aton Effects

The first external heauy atoni effect was observed by Kasha (20).

Since then it has been confirned that the external heauy atoni effect is

due to increased spin-orbit coupling. The external spin-orbit coupling

due to the heavy atoni produces several observable effects: (?)

(i) the Tr<- So absorption transition is erilranced.;

(if) the phosphorescence lifetj¡re decreases;

(iii) the fluorescence quantum yield decreases;

(iv) the rate of intersystein crossing increases;

(v) the phosphorescence quantum yield may increase.

The decrease in fluorescence qua:rtum yield is thought to be

due to the increase in the rate of intersystem crossing (20). Tlere

is also an increase in kn, and kq.¡ because the spin-orbit matrix

elements rvhich are sensitive to the heauy aton perturbation are

contained in the electronic integral for the probability of T, - So

transitions (U. Often it can not be predicted r^,'hether kpT or k'r. lvi11

increase the most. Thi.s also means than a¡t increase or decrease in

phosphorescence quantum yield can occur.

Since the observed phosphorescence decay 1ífetime is the

reciprocal sum of kpT and kqT, an increase in these latter t\^ro rates

rvil1 decrease '( . 'Ihough the observed effects of the external heavy

atom are well lcnown, the reasons for these effects have not been

generally accepted.

Giachino and Kearns (22, 23) examined the effects of the

external heauy atom on the luminescence fron aronntic hydrocarbons.

They arrived at a nr.lnber of conclusions:

(i) Radiative T1 -So transitions (kpf) are much more

susceptible to a heauy atom effect than are the corresponding radiationless
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transitions [k^-).
Qi

(ii) The inrportant perturber states appear to be highly

localized on the heavy atom rather than states which are essentially

delocalized (eg. rn * states).

(iii) The enhancement of the radiative T1- So transitions

is due to mixing of excited singlet states associated wíth the

perturber molecule into the triplet state of the perturbed mo1ecu1e.

[iv) It is not necessary to invoke charge transfer

interactions to account for the enhancement (?Ð.

(v) 0n1y totally synrnetric modes of the molecule are

enhanced by the external heavy atorn. This implies that the effect is
purely electronic and that there is no vibronic coupling (Ð.

The fourth conclusion is in opposition to that of N{cGlynn

et.. alr-. (?) and Azuni (24) who consider the heauy atom effect to be a

cirarge tralsfer interaction rather than an electrol exchange mechanism.

Tire third conclusion above is also in opposition with the

work of Azumi (?Ð. Azumi has exanined the effect of the external

heauy aton perturbation on each of the three spin sublevels of the

lorvest triplet state of planar aromatics. He has concluded that the

external spin-orbit enhancenent is mainly due to the opening of new

spin-orbit coupling channels, in which the mixing singlet state is of

the charge transfer configuration from a n orbital of the molecule to

a vacant o * orbital of the perturber. Azumi states that the 1oca1ly

excited states contribute to the total transnission probability, terms

approximately proportional to the fourth por{er of the overlap, whereas,

the contribution from charge transfer states is approxímately proportional

to the second pot,üer
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it{cGlynn et. al. (Ð state that the heavy aton effect introduces

no nel\I spin-orbit coupling nechanisms but rather increases the spin-

orbit coupling already present. Azumi's mechanisn (24) introduces netv

spin-orbit coupling routes without increasing the drready present

spin-orbit coupling very rnuch. Azumi uses the experimental results

available for quinoxaliners tlrree spin sublevels, Tx, T, and'1, (25, @
as support for his mechanisrn. Spin-orbit coupling in quinoxaline is

one-centre coupling from 1'" to dipole allowed singlet states, one-centre

and three-centre coupling from 1, to dipole forbidden singlet states,

and three-centre coupling from T* to a dipole allowed singlet state.

'lhe extemal heauy atom opens up ner{ spin-orbit coupling routes from

T* ., , via two-centre tenns. This would increase the coupling from T_-
^ t/ ,z -- --'- -X

and T rm-lch more than from T

kp

It is not conclusively knotun which transition rate (ktSC,

." or k^.) is j-ncreased the nost by external spin-orbit coupling.t QI' ¿ r

According to ÌtfcGlynn et.al. (4) , it appears that the external heauy

atorn perturbation increases krra more than kO, or k¡¡t.

Another fomr of external healy atom perturbation is

quenching of fluorescence and phospìrorescence by dissolved oxygen.

Oxygen quenching is a diffusion controlled pïocess and thus in frozen

solvent glasses dissolved oxygen has little if any effect on

fluorescence or phosphorescence. If quencìring does occur it is a

bimolecular collisional process lvhich can be considered as a pseudo

unimolecular process because the concentration of ground state oxygen

molecules remains constant. Fluorescence quenching probably occurs

S
o o

via a mechanism such as (2)

1-
s1 *"r -

ô6

1+"I (16)
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where S, and S, are the first excited and ground singlet states

respectively of the molecule bei 3 -ng quenched, "I, is the triplet
ground state of oxygen, T1 -- Si(02) is some fonn of complex between

the triplet state of the quenched niolecule and an excited singlet

state of oxTgen, and

processes.

P)rosphorescence quenching is thougirt to be an energy

transfer mechanism such as (77)

Tr * 3t, -- -> so [14, ot ttu, - - -' so * 
",

(77)

where T., and Sn are tire lowest triplet and ground states of the.LU

quencired mo1ecule, 

", 
is the ground triplet state of oxygen and

1n^ and 1rf rr" ,oo"to"*.ited singlet states of oxygen.ocJèr ¿>
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II. Internal Deuterium Èffect

Replacing the hydrogens by deuteriums in an aromatic hydro-

carbon increases the observed phosphorescence lifetlme r . The

ex¡rlanation of this effect was given by Robinson and Frosch (zB, Ð.
In their theory of radiationless transitions, the nonradiative decay

rate lcr..,.,. is proportional to the Franck-Condon factors (i.e., vibrationalvr
overlap integrals). Since the vibrational overlap integrals are

snnller for deuterium than for hydrogen: kqr is lowered and t is

raised.

Siebrand (!Q) has shor^rn that the primary accepting modes

responsible for T1* So radiationless clecay in aronatic hyclrocarbons

are the an.harmonic c-H stretching vibrations. Replacenent of the

hydrogens by deuteriums forms c-D vibrations which are of a lower

frequency and have less anharmonicity than their corresponding c-l{

viblations. since c-Ll vibrations are of lorver frequency more

oscillators are required to accept the energy which causes a decrease

in k^-.
Q1

(28, Ð and Siebrand

for aromatic hydro-

carbons ís due almost solely to a decrease in kO'. with little if any

change in k'r.

For ireterocyclics there is in general no clear distinction

between the effects of deuteration on 5rn * ancl 3nn* states because

in maly heterocyclics there ís strong vibronic coupling betrveen the

two different types of states. If the lowest triplet state, holever,

is prinarily nn x then deuteration is expected to increase t by

about the sane magnitude as the j-ncrease obsen¡ed for aromatic hydro carbons.

l\iren the lowest triplet state is primarily nn * there is only a smal1
increase in r (1).

Fron the work of Robinson and Frosch

(30) it has been shown that the increase in r
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I. Triplet-Triplet Absorption

In general the only rvay that the upper triplet states of

conjugated molecules can l¡e studied is by triplet-triplet (T-T)

absorption techniques. Direct absorptior tj*So ís unlikely to be

seen due to the low extinction coefficients of the spin forbidden

Tj*So transitions and due to the interference of overlapping Sr+So

allorved transitions.

f'here are two general techniques for obset-ving T-T absorption.

The earliest technique is the steady-state technique developed by Lewis

et. al. (3I, 1_Ð. The more recent method is the synchronized flash

technique first developeci by Porter (33). A combination of both

techniques which includes a steady-state ligirt source and a flash

excitation has also been conrnonly used. Recently, Henry and Charlton

(34) used this technique to study the position-dependent deuterium

effects on radiationless transitions in anthracene.

T-T absorption by eitirer technique can be enhanced by

deuteration of the molecule being studied. As discussed in the

previous section. deuteration will increase the observed phospirorescence

lifetinie and the triplet state population rvhich thus enhance T-T

absorption.
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SPECTIìOSCOPIC S'IUDIES ON BENZOTI-IIADTAZOLE

Recently there has been considerable spectroscopic interest

in 2,1,5-benzothiadiazole (BlD) and closely r:elated molecules (35 -Ð.
Christoffersen et. al. (35) ìrave analyzed the rotational structure

o
of tlre lowest energy singlet-singlet absorption band a'(. 3280 A and

assigned the transition ^r 
IB, *141. A similar conclusion was reachecl

by llollas and l,trright (1O through a vibrational analysis of this

transition which was carried out along with an analysis of related

transitions in the molecules benzofurazan md 2,I,3-benzoselsn¿fliazole.

These authors detected a significant amount of b, vibrational activity

in this transition ivhich they e4plained on the basis of intensity

stealing from a more inte.rr" 14, *141 ttunsition at 3060 i. The

assignments were confirmed by vapor and mixed crystal studies of

BTll - do and llTÐ - d+ by Gordon and Yang (37) . In contrast to Hol1as

and lVright (¡Ð, Gordon and Yang (37) assigned the sharp vibrational

nraxima beyond 32 400.m-1 ao the 30ó0 R syster and not to overlapping

sharp bands of the 3280 .R systen. These latter authors also ind.icatecl
o

that the 3280 A transition was not primarily a beirzene transition, as

suggested by Llollas and lVright (]6), but that the heterocyclic ring

portion of the molecule played a role in the electronic structure

active in the transition.

In all these studies, as well as in the recent quasiline

emission studies of the related molecules naphthothiadiazole (38) and

anthrathiadiazole (¡9), there has been no evidence concerning the

pïesence and activity of nn * states. Thus we began a study of the

fLuorescence, phosphorescence, triplet-triplet absorption, and

phosphorescence lifetime of both BTD - do and lllÐ - d4 in an attenpt to

discover if nir * states played any role at aII in the properties of the

1ow lying excited singlet and triplet states of this molecule.
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EXPERIIvIhNIAI

Benzothiad:.azol-e-do (nm - do) obtained fron the Aldrich

Clremical Co. was purified by zone-refining. Benzothiadtazole-dO

(B'lll - dO) was prepared by a modified nethod of lftaletskii e_t. a1.

(40) . fte starting niaterial for the slmthesis was o-phenylenediammine

(Eastnnn, practical grade) which after recrystallization from ivater

was added to 100 g* DZO and a trace of hydrochloric acid and refli.rxed.

Every twenty-four hours for one week the DrO and FI'O were removed and

fresh DrO was added until the o-phenylenediamnine was = 98eo totally

cleuterated as determinecl by low voltage rnass spectrometry (Finnigan

1015, BeV) . The deuteratecl material was refluxed with N-thionlrlaniline

(Aldrich, analyzed quality) in benzene. After acidification and

evaporation, tire resulting inpure BID - dO was recrystallized fron

ethanol/water. ltre recrystallized product lvas dissolved in n-pentane

and driecl. After vacuum sublimation there was an = Igeo yleld of

BTD - dO wiflr an isotopic purity of 95 ! 2% as deternined by loiv

voltage mass spectrometry.

EPA (ether, isopentane, ethanol, 5:5:2) was usecl as received

from the American rnstrument co. S-Methylpentane (sMP) was obtained

from the Phillips Petroleum Co. and rvas purified by the procedure of

Potts (1Ð. Absolute ethanol (Canadian Industrial Alcohols and

chemicals Ltd.) was purified by refluxing over cao ror 24 hours ancl

then was distilled using a refh.rx head. Absolute ether (ir{cArthur

cl¡enical co. , reagent grade), ethyl iodide (Eastman, wirite raber grade),

isopentane, methylcyclohexane (tr,fatheson, Colennn and llell, specto-

quality) and cyclohexane (Fisher, spectroanalyzed) were used as

received. The solvent mixtures used to forrn rigid, clear glasses at
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77oK rvere EPA, 3tr,1P, 1I,14 (isopentane, methylcyclohexane, I:4) and

EAI4 (ether, ethanol, ethyl iodide, 7:7:4).

TLe S. <- So room temperature absorption spectra rvere

deternined ivith a cary 14 spectrophotoneter using approximately

to-4ivt solutions in either ethanol or cyclohexane in a 1 cm quartz

cell. Tire Sr<-So absorption spectrun at 77oK was obtained on the

Cary 14 in a:r approxiniately 5 X tO-6t,1 solution in EPA using a quartz

sanple cell about 8 cn long built into an all quartz dewar (#205908,

I{.S. Martin Co., Evanston, I11.).

The steady-state cross illulnination technique originally

described by Henry and Kasha (42) was used in the first attenrpts to

observe the Tj <-T, loiv telltperature absorption spectrun of BTD - do

and of llTD - d4. Ilorvever, due to the low population of T, achieved,

the obserwed T. <-T, spectrum tvas too weak to interpret. The T. +T,

absorirtion spectrum of BTD - dO was observed using the flash apparatus

of Ìlenry and charlton (34) . this e>çerimental arrangement as seen in

Fig. 2 was a modification of the apparatus originally described by

Porter (1Ð. The analyzing light source was an unfiltered tungsten

bulb (General Electric CPR 1BA, 6V) powered by a six volt storage

battery. The collimated beam from the light souïce h/as passecl tirrougir

tire sanple contained in the quartz ceII and delar described for the 1ow

temperature S. <-So absorption. The sarnple was prepared as an

approximately 10-4Nf solution of IITD - c1O in EPA and r,vas coolecl to a

clear glass at 77oK. The transmitteci light then enterecl a 0.25 m Jarrell-

Ash grating lnonochronator and lvas detected by a Flamamtsu 1P2B phototube.

The amplified signal fron the phototube was recorded photograpirically

on an oscilloscope (Fairchil ð, 766 I\/F) at 50 r' intervals from 3500 R
o

to 5500 A before and after flashing with an electronic flash gun



Fig. 2. Flash apparatus
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(lJoneywel1, model Strobonar 780) with the polystyrene filter rernoved.

In measuring T-T absorption and the decay of T-T absorption

it rvas found advantageous to offset the dewar so that the incident,

analyzing light beam passed tlrrough the edge of the sample nearest to

the f1ash. Ily off-centering the dervar the nunber of triplet lnolecules

produced by the flash in the path of the analyzing beam would be

increased because of the existence of a concentration gradient of

excited molecules across the absorption cel1.

The emission spectra were ¡neasured at 77oK in approxiniately

10 " - 10 'N{ clear glassy solutions of EPA, 3li'1P or EAI4. The sarnple

cell lvas a 5 nm i.d. quartz tube witjr -2 nm i.d. finger, housed in a

qua'rtz liquid nitr:ogen vessel. The enission spectrophotofluorometer

was a modified Aninco spectrophotofluorineter (4-8401 A motor driven

monochromator lvith an All-61041 grating, 3000 R b?aze at tire excj-tation

position; and a 4-8401 A motor driven type ntonoclrromator lvith an

A248-67041 grating, 5000 I Ot"r" at the analyzrng position). The

excitation source ivas either a high pressure lvlercury-Xenon lamp (200

watt Hanovj-a 901-ll) lvhich was used for all the phosphorescence studíes

as well as for the fluorescence of BTD - do in all solvents except

EAI4, or a high pressure Xenon lanip (150 watt Flanovia 901-C) which was

used for the fluorescence studies of BTD - dO in all solvents and the

fluorescence of BTÐ - do in HI+. The detector rvas a i-lainamtsu R446S

photornultiplier tube with a solid state photomultlplier microphotonìeter

(Aminco 10-280) as a high voltage power supply and amplifier for the

photomultiplier tube or with a Fluke 4128 high voltage poiver supply and

a Gencom Nanoa:rmreter nodel 911 anplifier for the phototube. The

anplified signal was recorded on an X-Y recorder (Photamatj-c model 814
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or l'louston Instrument X-Y recorder). The spectra rvere calibrated

using lines from the mercury arc and the wavelength error r,/as

approximately 130 R which rvas principally clue to electronic noise

and the inherent broadness of the peaks. No correction was nade for

the varying spectral sensitivity of the analyzing monochromator and

the photomultiplier tube. The phosphorescence signal lvas isolated

froln tl-le scattered exciting light and the fluorescence by placing a

Corning CS3-75 glass cut off filter bet"ween the analyzing monochromator

and the photomultiplier tube.

The spectral distlibution of intensity in the lr{ercury-Xenon

and Xenon larnps as well as the effects of tire excitation monochromator

were such as to render tight of 3140 f. *u.r"l"rrgtJr maxinially effectíve

in inducing luninescence of BTD - do and BlD - d4. To isolate the

shape of the fluorescence spectra from the broad.ness of the exciting

light, the excitation wavelength lvas shifted to 2960 .R.

The piosphorescence decay lifetimes in dii-ute glassy solutions

of BTD - dO in EPA, 3MP or It44 at 77oK were measurecl v¡ith the apparatus

shown in Fig. 3. The phosphorescence decay lifetime of BID - clo in any

solvent could not be measured because the lifetirne is of the order of

the clecay of the tail of the flash which then resulted in nonex?onential

decay curves being recorded. 1he apparatus consisted of a Honeywell,

strobonar 780, electronic flash gpn with the plastíc protective plate

removed. The collimated light from the flash excited the sample in the

- 2 nrn i.d. finger part of a 5 mm i.d. quartz tube immersed in liquid

nitrogen in a quartz dewar. The emitted light was passed tlrrough a

synchro compur shutter and dor^¡n a brass colUmating tube (i.d. 5 mÐ to

a housed llamantsu 1P21 photomultiplier tube. The a:riplified signal rvas



Fig. 3, Phospirorescence lifetjme decay measurement apparatus.
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fed to an oscilloscope (Fairchild 766 II/F) and the resultant signal

was photographically recorded. To excite only the BTD - dO rnolecules

a corning glass filter cs7-54 was placed between the sanple and the

light source. To isolate tire phosphorescence from scattered light a

Corning glass filter cS3-71 lvas placed between the shutter and the

collinlating tube to the photomultiplier tube. In a typical measuïement

tire flash gun t,/as electronically coupled to the shutter which was set

to "lr'1" synclrronization. Triggering the shutter mechanism caused the

flash to fire, the oscilloscope sweep to trigger, and the shutter to

open after a deray of approximately 15 msec. since all but tire very

weak, extreme tail of the flash iras decayed, the phosphorescence

decay of Bl.Il - dO could be recorded by keeping the shutter open.

The rate of triplet state deactivation ivas also measured by

nlonitoring the decay of T-T absorption follorving flash excitation. The

apparatus used was the same as shown in Fig. 2 and described previously

for T-T absorption. The only differences were that the samples were

BTD. - do in EPA or BTD - dO in EPA or IM4 and that the monoclrronator

was set at the benzothia d.razoLe T-T absorption naximum at a100 i.
The phosphorescence clecay lifetintes for BTD - dO were

calculated by fitting 1n intensity vs tifle to a straigirt line using a

least mean squares analysis. The negative reciprocal of the slope

of the line yielded the lifetjme. The triplet state cleactivation from

the decay of 1'-T absorption was recorded as the intensity of light
trans¡nittecÌ by the sample veïsus time. The relative concentrations of

triplet molecules will then be given by 1og (xo/xt) where xo is the

transmittance prior to flash excitation and Xa is the transnittance at

tine t after the flash. A plot of 1n 1og (xo/x.) vs. t was fitted to



a straight line using a

reciprocal of the slope

correlation coefficient

data to a straight line

and the T-T decays from

l-

least mean squares analysis. The negative

of the line equalled the lifetine. The

r (44) which is a measure of the fit of the

was calculated for both the phosphorescence

-1) (ri-r)
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(18)

y' correspond to vafues

1og (Xo/X.). A perfect

correlationifr=0.

n
r=It 1

n
1!1(r1

-n
ì .¿- l-Ä..- 1=1t 1

.,2
-xJ -l)z tr/z

where the x., correspond to values of t and the
1

of either the function ln I or the function ln

correlation lvill be indicated if r = -1 and no
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R-ESULTS

In this study the spectral properties of 2,1,3-benzothiadiazole

(lllD - do) and of the totally deuterated tsTD - dO have been exarnined.

Tlìe structure and numbering of ts1D is shor'rn in Fig. 4.

The room tenrperature absorption spectra of the first two

observable transitions in llTD - dO in cycloìrexane and ethanol are

presented in Fig. 5. Except for a slight wavelength shift tor,vards the

red, the room tenperature absorption spectra of the first two

transitions ín BID - do in the same solvents shoiv the same general

characteristics. The near ultraviolet ïoon tenpeïature absorption

spectrlxn of BTD - do in cyclohexane agïees lvith the publishecl spectrurn

of Gordon ancl Yang (!). The lorv temperature absorption spectnm at

--o..77-l( of the sane bands as shown in the roorn tenperature absorption

spectra is presented in Fig. 6. The primary feature of the room

tenperature absorption spectra of BTÐ - do ancl BTD - dO is the complete

loss of resolution of the bands of the lower energy singlet state (Sf)

on going from nonpolar to polar solvent. At the same time there is

also a slight loss of resolution of the peaks and shoulders of the

second lowest energy observable singlet state [SZ).

The energies of the major observable bands in the absorption

spectrurn of the second excited singlet state of BTD - do and Bm - d4

in different solvents are listed in Table I. The uncertainties

represert the limits of a range of values detemined fron several

spectra. 1-he observed blue shift on going from 11LÐ - do to Il'lD - d4

is in accord with the sliglrt blue shift between lll'D - do and BTD - d4

noted by Gordon and Ya:rg (!) in their vapor absorptì-on studies.



Fig. 4. Structure and nurnbering of 2 ,I,3, -benzothiadiazole.
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Fig. 5. Absorption spectrlm of B1Ð-dO at room temperature

in ethanol (top) and cyclohexane (bottom).
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Fig. 6. Absorption sprectrum of BTD-c1O at 77oK in EpA rigid
glass
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The total emission spectruun of BTD - clo in sil,tr is presented

in Fig. 7. The total emission spectnn of BTD - cio in EpA natches that
of BTD - do in 3N'lp apart from a slight red. shift. The phosphorescence

appears unstructured because of the weakness of the pliosphorescence

signal which necessitated its analysis at maximum monochromator slit
widths.

The total enission spectrun of tsTD - ciO i-n Slvlp is presentecl

in Fig. 8. The general structure of the total emission spectra of
lll'll - do in EPA and EAI4 and of tsTD - clo in EAI4 are the same as in
Fig. B. The lower wavelength part of the fluorescence spectra in
Figs. 7 and 8 are represented. by <iashes because of the uncertainty

due to the interference fron exciting light. The ordinates repïesent

arbitrary intensity units and are not directly conrparable fron

spectrun to spectrun. Also to observe the shape of the fluorescence

band, the exciting light wavelength was lowerecL from J140 ,1 to zgoo f
thus preventing an exact comparison of fluorescence and pliospliorescence

peak heighths rvithin the sane spectrum since the phosphorescence

spectra were recorcled at the wavelengtir for maximrm signal (j140 I ).
The energies of the fluorescence maxima and tjre energies of the

phosphorescence n'axi,n, or the highest energ-y phosphorescence naxima

are listed in Table rI for BTD - do a'd IlrD - d.o in various solvents
. --o-.aL // K.

In the 1ow tenperature absorption spectrum of llÏl - clo in
EPA, the spacing betrveen the peaks is approxinntely 710 cm-1. For the

phosphorescence spectrun of BTD - do in EAI4, the average spacing is
approxinutely 640 .*-1. For the phosphorescence spectra of BTD - clo

in all three solvents, the total average spacing is approxfuately



Fig. 7. Total enission spectrLun of BTD-do at 77oK in iMp

rigid g1ass.
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Fig. B. Total ernission spectrun of BTD-d,O at 77oK in 3MP

rigid g1ass.
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TABLE II.
o

CHARACTERISTICS OF BTD EMISSION AT 77 K.

Molecule Solvent Fluorescence Phosphorescence .ou ,'-'"
-? -1 -? -'rv x 10 " (ctn *) * v x 10 - (.* ') (nsec) (rnsec)

BTD-d
o

3MP

EPA

EAI4

27.3

26.7

27.0

26.9

26.8

17. 5b

L7.2b

18.5c

lg. gc

18.6c

18.5c

BTD-d4 rM4

3MP

EPA

EAI4

25t4

1531 5 l3BtB

1511 3

L44! 4 Lr3t7

a). Fluorescence maximum

b). Phosphorescence maximum.

c). Highest energy phosphorescence maximum.

d). Triplet lifetime from direcË phosphorescence decay measurements.

e). Triplet 1ÍfeLime from T-T absorption decay measurements.
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620 cn '. 0n1y approximate vibrational band spacings can be obtained

fron the pirosphorescence spectra because the noise present in the

phosphorescence signals gave rise to an uncertainty of zo-so I in
neasuring the peak tna:cima.

The T-T absorption spectrum of llTD -dO in EPA at 77oK is

presented in Fig. 9. The spectrun is very diffuse rvith a hint of trvo

peaks and two shoulders. The peaks have an approxinate separation of
-1/5U Cm

The phosphorescence decay lifeti¡res for BTD - dO in various

solvents are listed in Table II. With the exception of the lifetine
in 3N{P, the results are tire average of 10 or more measurements and

the quoted errors represeirt the range of values ol¡tained.. For the

lifetine in S},tr, the result is the average of 7 trials. The

phosphorescence lifetines for llTIl - clo and llTD - ciO from the decay of

T-T absorption are listed in Table II. For these results the values

listed are the average of 10 or nore trials and the quoted errors

represent the range of values obtained. II\'14 was used as tire nonpolar

glass for the T-T decay rneasurements because it fornis a more

transparent glass than 3lvlP in the large ce1ls used for the T-T

lifetimes. l,Vitìi the exception of the decay of T-T absorption in

BTD - do, the absolute values of the average of the correlation

coefficients were all > 0.9989. For the case of BTD - do the

absolute values of the correlation coefficients fell in the range

0.990 to 0.999 because of the rveaker signal and possible interference

from the decay of tire tail of the f1ash. The phosphorescence decay

lifetime of Iì1D - do could not be reliably measured because of the

weakness of tire signal and l¡ecause of the interference due to the

decay of the residual light fron the flash.



Fig. 9. T-T absorption spectruni of BTD-d4 in EpA rigici glass

at 77oK in the range 20 000 to ZB 000 en-1: (ordinate)

arbitrary linear absorption units.
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DISCUSSION

In the absorption spectra of Fig. 5, the S, bands which are

resolved in cyclohexane are not resolved in ethanol and the S, bands are

also slightly less resolved in ethanol. Band contour analysis has

shoivn that the 51* So transition is primarily a long-axis, in-plane

polarized transj-tion lvith some stolen intensity fron a short-axis,

in-plane polarized transition, assunted to be the Sr<- So allolved

tra¡sition (1Ð. Because both S, and S, are in-plane polarizecl these

states should be nn' * states. This makes the solvent effects on the

absorption spectra observed in tlris study surprising. In attenrpt to

understand these results, a band fit analysis usir-rg a Gaussian product

ft-utction was run on an IBM 370 conlputer. It was found that the total

loss of S., resolution and the partial loss of S" peak resolution inl-'L

tlre observed spectra coulci be accounted for by a 200.*-1 ir,.tease in

the bandwidths at half height of S, and S, on going fron a nonpolar
-1 _'l

(600 cm ') to a polar (800 cm-') solvent. This increase in bandrvidth

in polar medium is probably associated with the for¡ration of weak

solute-solvent electrostatic interactioir conrplexes which undergo

reorganization upon transition. This increase in bandwidth arises

because the ground and the excited states have different equilibrium

solve:rt cages and the solvent molecules around the ground state give

rise to many different complexes of varying energies which cause

br,oadening. 'Ij-re fonnation of these weak complexes is due to the

greater hydrogen bonding capabilities of the polar solvent.

In EPA at 77oK tirere are two unresolvecl shoulders in the

S, region. Thus the resolution here appears to be intermediate
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between the resolution in cyclohexane and ethanol at room temperature.

The increased resolution observed in S, at low tenperature, as compared

tvith room temperature etiranol, may be because the hydrogen bonding

capabilities of EPA are less than etl'lanor. Iìowever, the peaks in s,
-- --o,-aL / / -i\ are even rrore resolved than those in cyclohexane at room

temperature. This suggests that there is increased sharpness due to

the stabj,lization of the solvent environment at lorv tempeïature. Tire

decreased sharpiress of the S, peaks, as comllared. to the s, peaks, could

be d.ue to 1nn *' coupling to the lnn ,, (sr) state since stronger solute-

solvent interactions would be expected between nn * states and a polar

solvent than betrveen nn* states and a polar solvent. This observecl

solvent effect on what is basicarry a lnn * electronic transition

suggests, as postulated by Gorclon and yang (v) , that the heterocyclic

ring portion of tire molecule is indeed involved in the electronic

transition and the transition is not localized solely on the hyclro-

carbon ring as considered by Ho11as and lVright (!9.
The lack of definite sigrrs of 1rn * in the absorption spectra

of llTD - do and llTD - dO is not surprising. l{ith the exception of the

study by Korobkov et. al. (4Ð all the absorption studies of which we

are aware on five-membered ireterocyclic rings witir adjacent heteroatoms

show no absorption due to 1nn * transitions. Korobl<ov et. ar. (43) in
an absorption study of a ni¡rber of 4- or 5- position monosubstituted

benzothiadiazoles attributed the weak bancls at s300 I - ,zoo ,R ao
1.n * transitions. The lack of observable 1nn x transitions support

the pÏedictions of lr4ason (1O. lvlason predictecl that an nn * transition
Ínvolving a lone pair electron on a nitrogen atom in a five-membered

heterocyclic ring should be stronger and occur at higher energies
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reLative to the nn* bands than the corresponding transition involving

nitrogen in a six-nembered ring. sjnce it is no longer the lorvest

singlet state, ,r 1nn ,t transition would lcse its characteristic

slrarpness (!L) and lvould easily be buried under the ncre intense
1,.

TTr ^ tfansl-t]OnS.

'Ihe weakltess of the eni:rsion fron IìTil - do in SMP and EPA

suggests tlrat the rnost impcrtant processes of deact.ivatj.on are lì.kely'

to be radiationless decays from, Si, and/cr 1'r. lhe weakness of the

fluoresc.errce i-s to be erxpec.teci sirrce the Sr<- So absorption tlansjtion

has a 1ow extincticn coefficient. It is also expected that: the nrost

impcrrtant radiationle ss dea.ctivation pl'ocess will be the rronradiative

'obably 1'3nn * and. I'3r, * states

available for spin-orbit-vibronic coupling between S, and T, whic.h

should make krra t kQS. For BTD - dO in 3lt'fP and EIA, the jrrcreased

pliospircrescerrce intensity, as compa.r'ed to that c,f BTLI - d. in the

säIrre Solvents is undouibtecill' dtie to a decrease in tlre efficiency cf

the radiationles*. transition from T, to So. this is the expecteci

cleutcriun e,ffect (_49) . The magritude of the increase in triplet
lifetime fron 25 msec to 113 nsec i.s about the sarne as the increase

in the triplet lifetime c,bserveci for anthracene (36 nrsec to 117.8 nrsec)

(11). Tbe siniilar increase in lifetimes suggests that the lcwest tri-plet

state is prirnarlly a 3nn * state. ftis assigment is also suggestecl

by the iarge external ìreary aton effect on the phospirorescence

intensity observecl fcr B'l'D - do (2) and tlie sirigJet-tripiet intelval

of approximately 9 000 .r-1.

I(ulberg et.al.have used the Shpc,lski j methoci to observe the

quasi-1ine emission spectra of anthra (z,s-d)2,r,3-thtadtazore (ATD) (38)
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and naphtho(2,3-d)2,\,3-thiadiazole (lffD) (39) in nonpolar solvents at

77oK. T.hey obselved fluorescence origins in ATD and N'ID at 24 940 cm-1

(lÐ anð.27 940 cm-t C]Ð respectivly. Due to the broaclness of the

fluorescence spectrum of ilTD-do in all solvents an origi-n ca¡not be

identified, horvever, the ìrigh energy onset of fluorescence occurs at

approximately 29 500 cm-1. Thus as the nunber of hydrocarbon aromatic

rings attacited to the heterocyclic ring systen decreases, the fluorescence

blue shifts. This is the sa¡re trend observed for the fluorescence

of the linear aronatic hydrocarbons, benzene, naphthalene and

a:rthracene (Ð and suggests that the lowest energy excitecl singlet

states involvecl are primarily nn* states.

llowever, in tÌre series benzimidazole (1,3-benzodiazole) (BID) ,

benzotriazole (l3T) and B1'D the fluorescence maxinu is red shifted. For

BID wirich lus an -NH-CI-I=N- heterocyclic ring attached to a benzene

ring the fluorescence maximum wavelength ( 
^lr, ) is 3100 R in nrO and

o
3150 A in 95% ethanol at room temperature (1Ð. For BT which has an

-NII-N=N- heterocyclic ring attached to a benzene ring, lfi* is SS00 I
in HrO (19, lÐ a:rd in 95% ethanol (49) at roon tenperature. BTD whose

trO
À .:^-. is 3750 Ã in ¡pR at 77oK is, however, an o-quinoid type structurelnax

(St-.$)which probably has less delocalized n character in the ground

state than the benzenoid structures of BID and BT. The red shift in
ll

À :^-- through the series BID, BI' and BTD suggests that the heterocyclic
max

ring in BT and especially in BTD plays an importa¡rt role in the

observed transitions.

The phosphorescence of BTll occurs at a lower energy than

the phosphorescence of MÐ (20 062 cm-1 ) (39). Also the observed.

phosphorescence lifetime of NTD in hexane is 1.3 sec (39), whereas,
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llrD-do in EPA has a lifetine of zs nsec. 'fhis is opposite to the

results observed for arontatic hydrocarbons. The phosphorescence of
benzene occurs at higher energy than the phosphorescence of nap¡thalene,

and the triplet lifetlne of benzene (7.0 sec) is about three ti¡res as

long as the tripler liferime of naphrhalene (- z.Zs sec ) (l). TJrese

results suggest that there is a significant arnount of nn* character

in the lowest triplet state of BTil ancl that this character is
increased in BTD relative to NTD.

Considering the series benziniclazoke, benzotriazole and BlÐ

there is a decrease in the energy of the phosphorescence 0-0 band and

in the phosphorescence lifetime. Benzimlð.azore ( 
^ 3_0 =zs 100 cn-1

and t - 1 sec ) (Ð and l¡enzotriazole ( 
^ å_O = 24 700 cm-l a¡d t - 1 sec)

(Ð sholv litt1e effect due to the extra heteroaton in BT. I-lowever,

rvith the increased nnx character with respect to rn* in BTD-do,

as conlpared to BID and BT, the phosphorescence onset is at approxirnately

19 000 cm-1 and the triplet lifetime is 25 msec in EpA at 77oK. This

suggests that there is significant nn* vibronic coupling to the
7

lowest "nn* triplet state. Another possible explanation for the

observecl clecrease in t for BTD, as conrpared. to-BID ancl BT', is that this
decrease may be due to increased spin-orbit coupling which results from

the higher atonic n-mtber of the sulphur atom, as compared to the atomic

numbers of the carbon atom and the nitrogen atom in the 2-position of
BID and BT respectively.

The observecl l'-T absorption spectrì.xn of BTD-do in EpA is
broad lvith little resolved structure. A sirnilar T-T spectrum has been

observed in phthalazine (s4) rvhere it rvas suggested. that the breadth

of the peaks lvas a reflection of nn* - nn* interactions in the triplet
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nanifold. A similar explanation rvould seem to be appropriate for BTD.

'lhus it rvould seem that from the results observed for JITD-do

anci BTll-clO tì-rat tire lolvest singlet ancl triplet states are pri-marily

nnx but, especially in the lowest triplet state, with nn* character

via coupling to higher energ-y lnnt 
ancl 3nr,* ,trt"r.

ìt{easurement of the rriplet lifetime of BTD-dO by two

different nethods has resulted in two different values for r in both

EPA and Ilv14, although this difference is greater in the polar solvent.

One possible reason for this may be experimental in origin. In the T-T

apparatus the analyzing light i,vas an unfiltered tungsten bulb which

contains a significant amount of IR radiation. Thus some 1ocal heating

and softening of tlre solvent glass may occur in tlie region rvhere the

lifetitne is bei-ng determined. This could allow mobility by clissolved

oxygen and thus lead to some triplet quenching. The depletion of the

triplet state would still appear to proceed vía a process which was

first order in BlD-dO triplets although, in reality, the sum of the

Tates of the intranolecular ald intermolecuLar processes would be

obser-ved. TLe greater difference in lifetine observed in EPA as

conrpared rvitli Ii\'14 would be due to the high solubility of oxygen in

diethyl ether which is trvo to three times its solubility in nost

other organic solvents (!Ð.

Another possible reason for tiris difference in lifetime

could be due to the formation of a photoproduct fron the excited

terminal state in T-T absorption. Thus if Io is the intensity of the

tra:rsnitted light through the sample in the absence of triplets, I is

the intensity in the presence of triplets, and cr is the fraction of

excited triplet states that produce the photoproduct, then the number



of molecules reacting to give

( with l in einsteins/sec cms

o[ Io-I ) = crl

photoproduct in unit volune

)is
ec^.1

ll-e I 
I
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in unit time

(1e)

Nolv if e , the extinction coefficient for T-T absotption, is taken to

be 104 and it is assumed that I/L00 of the mol-ecules present are excited

to the triplet state by tìre flash, then ecrl = (104) (10-ó) (B) = 0.1

an<1 the exponential ca:r be approxinated by the linear tenn. ( Tìrese

estinates alre reasonable since the mininLrm value of I/Io is not less

than B0% in these experiments. ) thus rewriting equation (19) to the

linear term

olI -iI=qIec-l'o'Õl (20)

shows that photoproduct formation could compete with intramolecular

triplet decay as a process also first order in triplet concentration.

A probable candiclate for photoproduct fomation would be the radical

cation ('llTD )+ Such a process has been shown to occur in phenoxazine

(42) and is more prevalent in polar than j-n nonpolar solvents due to

the stabilization afforded the cation by solvation. Thus the greater

lifetime difference obseryed in EPA as cornpared ivith Ili{4 is also to be

expected if this meciranism is operative.
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APPENDiX

Biprotonic phototautonerisni has been reported for 7 -azaindole

(56, Ð . TLe results for 7 -azaindole suggested tire occurance of an

iltter¡iolecular double proton transfer reaction in the lowest excited

singlet state. Sone prelirninary studies were done on the molecule,

3-deazau-ridine (3DAU), in an effort to detect the presence of biprotonic

phototautomerisnt. 5 DAU was chosen because the replacenent of the

nitrogen atom in the 3-position of uridine by a carbon atom to form

3 DAU allows the possibility of intermolecular phototautonerism.

3 DAU was used as received from Dr. M.P. Schrveizer (iCN

lfucleic Acid lìesearch lnstitute, Irvine, California ). The roonr

temperature S. *So absorption spectTtm was determined lvith the Cary 14

spectrophotometer using approximately 10-4M solutions in ethanol.

The low tenrperature emission apparatus was the same as that used for

BTD except that for tire measurement of the phosphorescence of 3 DAU,

the excitation monochromator was removed and a filter system, consisting

of a 1 cm path of N1SOO.6HZO (500 g/1 I{r0) and a Corning glass filter
CS7-54, \.^,ras used to select the excitation ivavelength band. I}cth the

fluorescence ancl pìrosphorescence spectra were recorclecl using the

Mercury-Xenon lamp as the excitation source and EA4 (ether, alcohol,

1:4) as the solvent for 3 DAU. The phosphorescence spectrum was

isolated fron the rest of the total eniission spectrum by using a

rotating can phosphoroscope. To record the phosphorescence lifetime

decay curves of 3 DAU, the phosphorescence decay apparatus described

for tsTD was used with two modifications. An X-Y recorder replaced

the oscilloscope a:rd camera and instead of the glass filters CS7-54

a:rd CSS-71 one Corning glass filter CS7-39 was used betrveen the flash
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gun and the sanple dewar.

The structure and nutrbering of 3 DAU is presented in Fig.

10. TÌre room tenperature near-ultraviolet sr<- So absor.ption spectrum

in ethanol and the total enission spectrun of 3 DAU in EA4 at 77oK

are presented in Fig. 11. fte rvavelengths of the maximum and minimum

in tlre S..- S absorption spectrum, À 1^., = ZBZI t 6R ancl r 1.- =1 0 L L ', llìax 'nìIn
a)

2457 t lÃ, are in good agreement rvith the results of currie et al (!Ð

for 3 DAU in 50% aqueous ethanol (À 1-- = ZBI nm and À *.- = Z4g Tnn).- max mln
The uncertainties represent a range of values obtained from several

spectra. As in the emission spectra of BTD there is an uncertainty

in the maxinum ivavelengths of fluorescence (À Iu, = 3500 l) ancl of
Doo

phosphorescence (^ ,n"* = 4400 A) of t s0 A. The observed phosphore-

scence decay lífetime of 3 DAU in EA4 at TToK is 0.72 t g.02 sec

with a correlation coefficient, r = 0.9993 1 0.0004. The quoted

uncertainties are standard deviations calculated from 20 trials.
In these prelirninary results there is no observable

evidence for the occurrance of biprotonic pirototautomerism. This

lack of observable biprotonic phototautonerism may be due to the

1ow solubility of 3 DAU in the solvents available for the elnission

studies. Also it is possible tirat if biprotonic phototautomerism

does occur in the rigid glasses at 77oK as was observed for 7 -

azaindole (!? that the long rvavelength fluorescence peak which should

be present lvould be hidden under the phosphorescence band.

The presence of the nitrogen heteroatorn in the J-position

(i.e. uridine) causes a blue shift i-n tire absorption maximu¡n (2ó15 I
in HrO) and in the fluorescence niaximtrn (3280 l t., nrOl (59) as

compared to the respective maxina of 3 DAU. Tire phosphorescence of



Fig. 10. Structure and numl¡ering of 3-deazauridine.
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uridine was observed to be very rveak (59). The observed blue shift
suggests that the singlet-singlet transitions are involved with tlie

base and not the sugar part of tire nucleoside

lVe would like to express our thanks to Dr. lvf.P. Schweizer,

presently at the National Scj-ence Foundation, iVashington, 0.C., for the

gift of 3DAU.
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